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COVER Antonio Dias. Untitled, 1983 [detail]

Antonio Dias was a paramount figure in Brazilian late-modernism known for his daring 
political-pop works made during the 1960s and, most notably, for his approach to 
conceptual painting and installation during the late 1960s and 1970s. Around 1983 
he produced a series of landmark paintings/collages/assemblages where he fused 
his signature conceptual shape (rectangles with a missing square on the edge) with 
newspaper cuttings and a new textural, painterly faktura.

These works embodied Dias’ own and singular ‘return to painting’ at a moment 
when a postmodern return to figuration was flourishing globally. Dias accompanied 
‘painting’s cyclical return’ by fusing his long-lasting interest in the bodily quality of  
art with his overarching investigation around art’s concept and politics.

Dias’ practice strikingly resonates with Karin Lambrecht’s production from the late 
1980s and early 1990s. In Brazil’s Rio Grande do Sul, Lambrecht was grounding her 
most accomplished core of work by approaching painting as a support for language 
and abstraction, following an array of references: from Mira Schendel’s painterly 
legacy to radical Actionism, Lambrecht echoes Dias as her contemporary while 
proposing painting as a philosophical inquiry on the fragility of human existence.

Dias’ politics of painting thus encountered Lambrecht’s metaphysics of painting  
while both artists were proposing a distinctive approach to art that departs from  
the superficial painterly trends, à la mode during the 1980s.





Antonio Dias 
Untitled, 1983 
mixed media on paper 
48 x 63 x 1,8 cm 
18.9 x 24.8 x 0.7 in

Untitled is an example of Antonio Dias’ experimentations 
with the pictorial matter in the 1980s, immersing himself 
into a process of recognition of the meaning of layers, 
thickness, color and texture in his practice. Following 
the artist’s iconic production and iconic use of Nepalese 
papers, which unveiled an initial interest for the pictorial, 
this body of work saw the artist move towards the use 
of newspaper creating works that entwine investigations 
into both formal and representative qualities. In 
juxtaposing newspaper and rich layers of paint, the artist 
achieves a twofold play: on one hand, the emphasis is 
placed on the paper’s formal contribution, with varying 
folds and densities in response to the artist’s stroke, 
while simultaneously weaving in the evocative rather 
than prosaic nature of the support, in an allegorical 
reflection on the quotidian.





Antonio Dias 
Untitled, 1983 

mixed media on paper 
47 x 62 cm/18.5 x 24.4 in

‘Every great work of art is presented as a problem, 
not as a solution. The work by Antonio Dias is 
no exception; it must be confronted. Confronted 
above all as knowledge—not religious or scientific, 
but rather artistic knowledge. And this is precisely 
what contemporary art often shies away from 
today. This artist, on the contrary, confronts it, 
he faces it head-on and presents it to us in plain 
sight, without any condescension. Art and politics 
were always present in Antonio Dias’s work 
since the outset, in 1962, sometimes explicitly, 
sometimes subtly, but never in a superficially 
polemical way, always contributing and reflecting  
on the language of art.’

—Paulo Sergio Duarte, historian, curator  
and professor at the Federal University of  
Rio de Janeiro





Karin Lambrecht 
Untitled, 1993

pigments in acrylic medium on canvas 
83,6 x 84,7 x 3 cm/32.9 x 33.3 x 1.2 in







Karin Lambrecht 
Untitled, 1993 

pigments in acrylic medium  
and charcoal on canvas 

72 x 75,7 x 3 cm/28.3 x 29.8 x 1.2 in



Karin Lambrecht’s Untitled exemplifies the artist’s distinctive 
use of language, often serving as a transient counterpoint 
to her pieces and as opportunities for spiritual reflections. 
The canvas displays several derivations of Wand, which in 
German means wall, or barrier. Creating a play with the 
words wand and wind—in merely changing one letter, she 
suggests the very opposite of a wall as the wind transposes 
physical barriers, is bodiless and translucent. The canvas 
itself embodies the idea of a barrier, it is an object fixed  
in time and space through the materiality of its support, 
while the writings diverge through the organic fluidity of 
language, changing with time and geography.







Antonio Dias 
Untitled, 1985 
graphite, wood and  
rubber on canvas 
194 x 129 x 109,5 cm 
76.4 x 50.8 x 43.1 in



Untitled encapsulates several of the main pillars that 
constructed Antonio Dias’ practice over time. The work 
embodies aspects from different phases in his career, 
evoking past investigations and foreshadowing future ones. 
Notably, the use of graphite in Untitled is characteristic of 
the artist’s interest in the idea of electricity and conduction, 
experimenting with his belief that with the right type of 
circuit one would be able to resolve anything. As a derivation 
from this notion, Dias often chose to employ metals as 
well as conductive materials, in an attempt to concentrate 
energy fields and circuits on his canvases. In addition, the 
work alludes to some of his oeuvre’s most characteristic 
symbols, namely the cross and the phallic form, through 
a use of materials that convey his camaraderie with Arte 
Povera also forecasting his subsequent interest for exploring 
the dimensionality of painting. Ultimately, Untitled captures 
and intertwines iconic aspects of Dias’ mid to late practice, 
with a canvas that foregrounds a strive for understanding 
the pictorial matter in terms of the material and the formal, 
while weaving in questions about the limits of painting and 
grounding art in the meaningfulness of everyday life. 





Antonio Dias 
Dois ossos, 1986
técnica mista sobre tela 
mixed media on canvas 
56,2 x 82,4 x 2 cm 
22.1 x 32.4 x 0.8 in





Karin Lambrecht 
Untitled, 1990 

soil and pigments in  
acrylic medium on book 

20 x 27,5 x 1,5 cm 
7.9 x 10.8 x 0.6 in



Karin Lambrecht’s Untitled, captures the artist’s 
characteristic intertwinement of ancestral matters 
from the environment and from human existence. 
Through a solitary and almost ritualistic process, 
she collects earth from remote locations in Brazil 
and mixes it with the water from particular rivers 
or shores to make a pigmented paste. Having 
laid out the supporting surface near the source 
of water, she subsequently applies the moist soil 
onto the paper, materially anchoring the piece to 
the environment it was produced with and in. In 
achieving chromatic variations depending on the 
nature of the earth, on the density of the water 
and on the temperature to which it dries—all 
factors that are specific to particular geographies—
Lambrecht engages with matters of origin, territory, 
and identity, while foregrounding our intrinsic 
connection to nature, arguably denouncing modern 
distancing from it. 





Karin Lambrecht 
Futuro, passado 
Future, past, 1990 
pigments in acrylic medium,  
ashes and charcoal on canvas 
151 x 150,6 x 4 cm/59.4 x 59.3 x 1.6 in





Futuro, passado embodies the artist’s recurrent 
engagement with, and exploration of, human 
consciousness, which Lambrecht traces back to 
the moment where humans stood erect, crossing 
the horizontal line of the earth with our own 
spine. Through the crosses spread across the 
canvas, the lines that split the surface into 
cardinal planes, as well as the antonym words 
futuro [future] and passado [past], the artist 
symbolizes the attainment of consciousness 
while foreshadowing the spirituality that ensues. 
Rather than addressing this moment as a marker 
in history, Lambrecht explores the idea as a 
token for humanity’s strive to understand and 
justify its fragile existence. 





antonio dias
b. 1944, Campina Grande, Brazil | d. 2018, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Antonio Dias began his career in the 1960s, producing works marked by political criticism 
in the form of paintings, drawings and assemblages typical of Brazilian Pop Art and Neo 
Figurativism, of which he was one the main representatives. His practice is interwoven by 
the legacy of the Neo-concrete movement and an early awareness of the revolutionary 
impetus of Tropicalia. In 1966, during his self-exile in Paris after subtle criticism from the 
Brazilian military dictators, the artist came into contact with artists of the Italian avant-
garde movement Arte Povera, namely Luciano Fabro and Giulio Paolini. In the European 
context, he increasingly turns to abstraction, transforming his style.
 
In Italy, he adopted a conceptual approach to painting, filmmaking, audio-recordings and 
artist books to question the meaning of art. His playful and subversive approach towards 
eroticism, sex, and political oppression constructed a unique artistic production, filled with 
formal elegance transversed by political issues and a poignant critique towards the system 
of art. In the late 1970’s, Dias went to Nepal to learn how to produce a special type of 
artisanal paper that he would use until the next decade. In the 1980s, his production 
once again focused on painting, experimenting with metallic and mineral pigments, such 
as gold, copper, iron oxide and graphite, mixing these with a variety of binding agents. 
Most works produced during this time have a metallic sheen and feature a vast array of 
symbols —bones, cross, rectangle, phallus—, an underlying correlation with the artist’s 
earlier production.

selected solo exhibitions
• Antonio Dias: Derrotas e vitórias, Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo (MAM-SP),  
 São Paulo, Brazil (2020–2021)
• Antonio Dias: Ta Tze Bao, Galeria Nara Roesler, New York, USA (2019)
• Antonio Dias: o ilusionista, Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro (MAM Rio),  
 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2018)
• Una collezione, Fondazione Marconi, Milan, Italy (2017)  
• Antonio Dias – Potência da pintura, Fundação Iberê Camargo (FIC), Porto Alegre,  
 Brazil (2014) 

selected group exhibitions
• Pop América, 1965–1975, Mary & Leigh Block Museum, Northwestern University (2019),  
 Evanston, Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, Durham (2019); McNay Art Museum,  
 San Antonio, USA (2018) 
• Invenção de origem, Estação Pinacoteca, in São Paulo, Brazil (2018)
• 33rd Bienal de São, Fundação Bienal de São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil (2018)
• Pictures without Shadows – A Selection from the Kemp Collection, Stiftung Museum  
 Kunstpalast (SMKP), Düsseldorf, Germany (2018)
• Troposphere – Chinese and Brazilian Contemporary Art, Beijing Minsheng Art Museum,  
 Beijing, China (2017)
• Mario Pedrosa – On the Affective Nature of Form, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina  
 Sofía (MNCARS), Madrid, Spain (2017) 

selected collections 
• Daros Latinamerica Collection, Zurich, Switzerland 
• Instituto Itaú Cultural, São Paulo, Brazil  
• Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Germany 
• Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires (MALBA), Buenos Aires, Argentina
• Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo (MAM-SP), São Paulo, Brazil
• Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New York, USA



karin lambrecht
b. 1957, Porto Alegre, Brazil | lives and works in Broadstairs, UK

Karin Lambrecht’s entire production in painting, drawing, printmaking and sculpturem 
demonstrate a preoccupation with the relationship between art and life, in the large 
sense ofthe term—natural life, cultural life and interior life. According to academic Miguel 
Chaia,Lambrecht’s technical and intellectual processes intertwine and are kept evident 
in the workm as a means of creating a ‘visual that is spread through the surface and 
directed towards exteriority.’ Her work is thus, an action that merges body and thought, 
life and the finite.

Early on in her career, Lambrecht began to question the idea of a canvas and how to 
paint it—she subsequently decided to eliminate the chassis, sow up the fabric, and use 
charred patches. As part of the so-called “Geração 80”, Karin Lambrecht also engaged 
with gestural abstraction, working within the expanded field of painting and sculpture, 
and establishing a dialogue with Arte Povera and Joseph Beuys, drawing from their formal 
concern for the relationship between both politics and materiality. From the 1990s 
onwards, the artist began to include organic materials in her paintings, such as charcoal, 
rainwater, earth and animal blood, which also determined a chromatic lexicon. In addition 
to these organic materials, her work frequently features crosses, references to the body, 
encouraging a sense of affinity, or rapport, between the viewer and the work.

selected solo exhibitions
• Karin Lambrecht – Entre nós uma passagem, Instituto Tomie Ohtake (ITO),  
 São Paulo, Brazil (2018)
• Karin Lambrecht – Assim assim, Oi Futuro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2017)
• Nem eu, nem tu: Nós, Espaço Cultural Santander, Porto Alegre, Brazil (2017) 
• Pintura e desenho, Instituto Ling, Porto Alegre, Brazil (2015)

selected group exhibitions
• Alegria – A natureza-morta nas coleções MAM Rio, Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio  
 de Janeiro (MAM Rio), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2019)
• Tempos sensíveis – Acervo MAC/PR, Museu Oscar Niemeyer (MON), Curitiba, Brazil (2018)
• Clube da gravura: 30 anos, Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo (MAM-SP),  
 São Paulo, Brazil (2016)
• O espírito de cada época, Instituto Figueiredo Ferraz (IFF), Ribeirão Preto, Brazil (2015)
• 18th, 19th, and 25th editions of the Bienal de São Paulo, Brazil (1985, 1987, and 2002)
• 5th Bienal do Mercosul, Brazil (2005)

selected collections 
• Fundação Patricia Phelps de Cisneros, New York, USA 
• Ludwig Forum für Internationale Kunst, Aachen, Germany 
• Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro (MAM Rio), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
• Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil
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